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Thank you Subcommittee Chair Hill, Ranking Member Lynch, Full Committee Chair McHenry, and

Ranking Member Waters for the opportunity to appear before you today. My name is Yuval Rooz. I

am the Co-Founder and CEO of Digital Asset.

I helped found Digital Asset in 2014. Digital Asset is at the forefront of modernizing the

infrastructure of the financial system with our privacy-focused blockchain technology. For nine years,

we have worked hard to carefully and responsibly innovate to solve real problems in financial

services.

Today, our clients are using our privacy-focused Daml application platform and Canton blockchain

protocol to reduce the time to issue stocks, bonds,
1
and other financial products

2
from days to

seconds, reducing settlement risk and increasing efficiency. One client is using our technology to

process over $1 trillion of tokenized Treasury repo agreements per month.
3
And our technology was

recently used in a pilot project with the New York Federal Reserve’s Innovation Center to

demonstrate how blockchain technology can modernize the infrastructure for global dollar-based

settlements.
4

To promote interoperability, we recently announced (along with 29 market

participants), the launch of the Canton Network to help connect institutions and move value

globally.
5
Attached as an appendix is additional background on Daml, Canton, and the Canton

Network.

Our success is in no small part due to the fact that our technology is built with privacy at its

core—specific privacy rules can be configured for each party in a transaction, making our technology

well-suited for financial services.
6

I am here today because as we embark upon a new digital era in finance, I believe that the global

financial competitiveness of the United States—including the dollar’s position as the world’s reserve

currency—is at stake. This is a critical national security issue that demands innovation led by the

private sector. But private sector innovation alone is not sufficient. As we’ve seen with the invention

of the Internet, without a proper policy framework and absent a strong partnership between the

public and private sectors, private sector initiatives may displace activities properly considered

public goods—specifically money—that are due the protections offered by our Constitution. We
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expect our financial transactions to be afforded the privacy protections of the Fourth Amendment

and this should not change as payments become digital.

History has shown that technology is inseparable from finance. And today, we stand at yet another

technological inflection point for the financial system: blockchain technology. As our successful client

deployments demonstrate, blockchain technology—when built around configurable privacy—can

provide the financial system with increased efficiency and reduced risk by eliminating the need for

maintaining multiple copies of the same information—which is the case with today’s payment

systems—and by allowing value to be represented digitally.

Leveraging blockchain technology to modernize financial infrastructure is critical to ensuring our

continued global financial competitiveness and the dollar’s status as the world’s reserve currency. It

is the rails on which digital value will be transferred.

Of course, innovation alone is not sufficient for the United States to maintain its global

competitiveness, but our role today as a global financial leader—with the dollar as the world’s

reserve currency—does require innovation. There is nothing inherent or inevitable about the

inefficiencies in today’s financial system and, as other countries’ financial systems eliminate those

inefficiencies through blockchain technology, the United States risks being left behind and losing our

leadership position. A global economic order aligned with our values is in our national interest.

We have two critical advantages that can help us maintain our leadership position—vibrant private

sector innovation, and the rule of law enshrined in our Constitution and protected by its system of

checks and balances. And our advantages are strongest when wielded together. While private sector

innovation is important—and is the engine that drives our economy—in an area as critical as

finance, innovation needs to occur within a deliberate policy framework to ensure that innovation

does not outrun or undermine our values and national interests.

As this Committee deliberates on how best to bring the dollar into the digital era, I am here to make

two requests. First, that Congress ensures that any digitally-represented dollar, whether a stablecoin

or a central bank digital currency, lives within our Constitutional framework—Americans using this

digitally-represented dollar should have the assurance that their privacy rights are protected under

our Fourth Amendment framework. And second, that Congress works closely with the private sector,

and leverages technologies already built and proven, to serve as the rails for any

digitally-represented dollar. Any solution that ignores private sector innovation risks technological

stagnation and will undermine our global competitiveness.

Thank you for your time and I look forward to answering your questions.

***
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The Canton Network: A Regulatory Perspective
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(Working Paper)

May 2023

The Canton Network provides the financial system with the modern technological

infrastructure necessary to handle its growing complexity and enable truly digital value

transfer across traditional asset classes. At the same time, the Canton Network provides

market participants with the control over data necessary to work within existing regulatory

frameworks to build a safer and sounder financial system.

I. The Financial System is a Complex, Adaptive Network with an Inadequate

Technological Foundation

It would be hubris, however, to think that the current model represents the end of

monetary history.

—Mark Carney, The Art of Central Banking in a Centrifugal World
2

The financial system is a complex, adaptive network.
3
Intranational and international flows

of money and assets occur on a daily basis at a scale that can be hard to comprehend.

However, while the financial system continues to increase in complexity, the technology

inside the financial system—the technology that runs the financial system—has not kept

pace.

Up until the 1960s, the backbone of the financial system was paper-based record keeping.

But a drastic increase in trading volumes in the late 1960s triggered a “paperwork crisis”

where financial institutions were overwhelmed by the sheer volume of paper required to

process transactions, triggering adoption of computer-based record keeping.
4
The financial

system today is still supported by technology that emerged as a stopgap solution to the

paperwork crisis. While we may have moved away from paper records, the technology used

as a replacement unfortunately simply mimics the structure of old paper-based record

keeping systems. Information remains siloed both among and within institutions, resulting

in data that remains unsynchronized across participants. Transaction settlement remains

dependent on costly and slow reconciliation among participants. And though assets are now

recorded on electronic ledgers, they remain as static ledger entries. Moreover, subsequent

crises such as the 1987 stock market crash and the 2008 financial crisis have resulted in

further stopgaps rather than deliberately designed technological solutions.

The financial system will only grow more complex as time goes on. We need to ask ourselves

whether the technological band-aids we have been using for the last 50 years can hold up in

4
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the face of this continually increasing complexity and whether the compounding costs of

information silos, unsynchronized data, and costly reconciliation are sustainable.

And, we need to ask ourselves whether the technological band-aids we have been using for

the last 50 years are ultimately holding back the financial system from delivering more fully

on its promise of creating shared prosperity.

There is an inherent risk in not having systems to manage and control assets that are as

equally advanced as the assets themselves. And right now, we have a material gap between

these assets and their underlying systems.

We shouldn’t consider the current technological foundation for the financial system to be the

end of history for innovation in financial technology; by no means is the financial technology

we have today the logical end point of innovation.

II. The Promise and Pitfalls of Blockchain

Blockchain has been held out as a solution to the financial system’s antiquated, patchwork,

siloed technological infrastructure. To understand blockchain’s promise, it’s important to

remember that at the core of the financial system are ledgers—the records of the assets held

by financial institutions and the parties that own those assets. The fundamental innovation

enabled by blockchain technology is the ability for market participants to work from a shared

ledger rather than—as is the case today—each market participant having its own ledger. The

obvious benefit of having a shared ledger is the accuracy gained by synchronized data and

the efficiency gained by no longer having to reconcile transaction data among many

individual ledgers.

And blockchain technology enables an arguably more important innovation: the ability to

rethink how value is transferred. Today, because an asset is represented on multiple,

disparate ledgers, any transfer of that asset requires manual processes prone to error,

creating inefficiencies and settlement risk. But when an asset is instead modeled in code

(and so is intrinsically tied to that code) using “smart contracts” on a blockchain-based

shared ledger—this is what it means for an asset to be “tokenized”—the asset is no longer a

static record, but rather becomes dynamic. Any rules underlying transfers of the asset can

then be specified in the code representing the asset, making the asset “programmable.” This

can eliminate inefficiencies and reduce settlement risk. Moreover, with the rules for transfer

now specified within the record of the asset, complex workflows involving multiple assets can

easily be created; in other words, the workflows become “composable.”

While shared ledgers are appealing, the problem is that they can pose serious privacy and

data control challenges. A shared ledger where all of its contents are both visible to everyone

and in everyone’s possession is not a workable solution for the financial system. This type of

a shared ledger would present not just privacy risks but also cybersecurity risks and, to the

extent a shared ledger is available to everyone, risks around illicit finance.
5
Instead, each

market participant needs to have granular control over who can see each aspect of a

transaction and also needs to be able to ensure that only those entitled to see data are in

possession of it. Unfortunately, most blockchain technologies do not provide this privacy and

granular data control and so are not suitable for the financial system.

5
U.S. Department of Treasury, Illicit Finance Risk of Decentralized Finance (April 2023)

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/DeFi-Risk-Full-Review.pdf.
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III. Daml and Canton—Blockchain Technology Purpose-Built for the Financial

System

Digital Asset’s Daml and Canton technologies, however, have unmatched privacy and data

control capabilities that make them unique in their ability to deliver the benefits of

blockchain.

Daml is a smart contract language that enables assets to be modeled in the context of rights

and obligations and that allows for workflows to be defined with granular control over data;

the collection of these asset models and workflow definitions is a Daml application. This

preserves privacy and makes Daml well-suited for digitally representing assets and financial

workflows. With Daml, a developer can specify different privacy rules for each asset in a

transaction that is handled in that Daml application. And using a set of Daml libraries we

call Daml Finance, traditional assets can easily be tokenized while meeting the privacy

requirements of the financial system. Daml applications fully realize these privacy

capabilities by running on a Canton blockchain.

Canton (the name is a reference to Switzerland’s cantonal, federalist governance structure) is

a blockchain technology that takes a unique approach to creating a shared ledger. While

most blockchains today replicate the entire ledger across parties on a network, with Canton,

each user of a Daml application maintains a ledger of only the data it is permissioned to see

by that Daml application. The Canton protocol ensures that this data is valid and current

and that all data is encrypted. As a result, everyone works from a shared ledger without

being in possession of the entire shared ledger and without that shared ledger actually

existing; each user is only in possession of its portion of the shared ledger. This provides

privacy as well as scalability and performance.

IV. The Canton Network—A Privacy-First Blockchain Network Designed to

Meet the Business and Regulatory Requirements of the Financial System

Daml and Canton are powerful technologies. But their true potential is unlocked when Daml

applications running on Canton ledgers connect to each other and move assets across their

applications. Only then can digital value transfer match, and exceed, the manner and scale of

today’s analog financial system.

The Canton Network is designed to bring true digital value transfer to the financial system.

Like the Swiss federalist governance structure from which it takes its name, the Canton

Network is not one monolithic network or ledger where everyone is connected to everyone

else and where all data is visible to everyone, as is the case with public blockchain networks.

Nor is it a closed system limited to a single use case like many private blockchain networks.

Instead, it is a collection of Daml applications running on Canton ledgers that choose to

connect to each other; it is an interoperable network of networks.

The key to understanding why this is so powerful—and so different from any blockchain

network available today, public or private—is in the structure of the Canton ledger itself. As

discussed above, unlike other blockchains, with Canton there is no single ledger that is

replicated across all of the parties utilizing the ledger. Instead, each user maintains a ledger

of only the data it is permissioned to see (as defined in the relevant Daml application). This

ensures that each participant has complete control over the parties they transact with, which

parties can see what data, and where data resides.
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While other blockchain networks have their ledgers as their focal point, with the Canton

Network, the Daml applications are the focal point. Market participants develop Daml

applications to suit their needs, defining down to the sub-transaction level which parties can

see what data. Market participants are already doing this with Daml- and Canton-based

systems in production today.

The Canton Network is simply the universe of these and other Daml applications that are

connected to each other. And as these Daml applications connect, assets can be transferred

across institutions like they are today. The result is an interoperable network that will allow

market participants to achieve truly digital value transfer and realize the benefits of

tokenization, programmability, and composability.

But, importantly, these connections happen only to the extent the operators of these Daml

applications choose to connect to others. And the extent to which these connections

happen—and the data seen by each party connecting to an application—is also solely

controlled by the application operator. As a result, market participants operating Daml

applications as part of the Canton Network will be able to control which parties they transact

with—allowing for KYC/AML compliance—and will also be able to control where the data for

each transaction resides and who can see that data—mitigating cybersecurity concerns.

With the Canton Network, market participants now have a technological solution that

enables truly digital value transfer across traditional asset classes, allowing for data

synchronization—eliminating reconciliation—while also providing control over data that no

other blockchain network can deliver.

Traditional assets digitally moving across the Canton Network will run on modernized,

interoperable technological infrastructure while arguably retaining the same risk profile

they have today or even potentially a better risk profile given the faster issuance and

settlement times (reductions from days to seconds) enabled by data synchronization.

As a result, regulators should continue to be able to apply existing regulations to the

underlying participants, assets, and activities on the Canton Network “based on the principle

of same risk, same activity, same regulation.”
6

V. Conclusion: The Canton Network—Technological Innovation to Build a

Safer and Sounder Financial System

The Canton Network provides the financial system with the modern technological

infrastructure necessary to handle its growing complexity and enable truly digital value

transfer across traditional asset classes. At the same time, the Canton Network provides

market participants with the control over data necessary to work within existing regulatory

frameworks to build a safer and sounder financial system.
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